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ABSTRACT

A series of related experiments was performed which measured human ability to discriminate durations of auditory signals. A two-alternative forced-choice procedure was used: two sine-wave signals of identical amplitude and frequency, differing only in duration, were presented sequentially on each trial. The order of presentation was random, and the observers' task was to state, for each trial, whether the longer signal had occurred first or second. The signals were presented in a background of continuous white masking noise, which was held at a constant level throughout the experiments. Paid observers worked two hours daily for the course of the experiments. Sufficient data were thus available to allow separate treatment for each observer.

The independent variables were the signal voltage, the "base" duration, T, and the increment duration, ΔT. Separate experiments assessed the functional effect of each of these variables on discrimination. These were used to predict the results of two further experiments.

The model used in this prediction was derived from statistical decision theory. Duration measurement was assumed to be accomplished by a "counting mechanism," operating on impulses generated over the relevant duration. The source of these impulses was assumed to be random. Limitations on performance were assumed to come from uncertainty regarding the end-points of the time interval, and from limited memory.

These considerations led to the formula:

\[(d')^2 = \frac{\lambda}{1 + KT} \cdot \frac{\Delta t^2}{2T + \Delta t + \sigma_v^2},\]

where \(d'\) is the dependent variable, a normal transformation of probability of correct response. The constants \(\lambda\) and \(K\) were respectively measures of "counting rate" and memory decay with time, estimated separately for each observer, and \(\sigma_v^2\) was an inverse power function of signal voltage, a measure of uncertainty regarding starting-time and ending-time of the signals. The decision processes underlying this formula were presented as a general model for discrimination of durations, and shown to agree with the data regarding auditory signals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Nature of the Problem

The experiments reported in this thesis were an attempt to measure the capacity of human observers to discriminate differences in duration between very short auditory signals. These observations were made for three related reasons. The theoretical problem of how persons utilize temporal information is still not well understood. Performance in a signal detection task depends critically on the ability to attend precisely during the relevant time. A practical problem related to temporal discrimination arises in the field of speech perception, where in some languages cues to linguistic meaning, and in English cues to stress and inflection, seem to depend on the perception of relative durations of speech sounds (cf. Peterson and Lehiste, 1960).

Data on the auditory discrimination of signals differing only in temporal aspects were collected with these three problems in mind. A quantitative theory of temporal discrimination will be developed to account for discrimination in the range ordinarily covered by speech sounds and the signals used in psychoacoustic experiments.

The remainder of this section will present a brief historical summary of the temporal perception problem. In the next section the experimental design and procedure will be presented in detail, and the response measure, d', will be defined from a background of statistical decision theory.

In the following section the results of six experiments will be described which measured different aspects of temporal discrimination. An advantage of the discriminability measure becomes clear in the results of
these experiments: predictable functional relations are reported, which
carry considerably more information than traditional reports. Ordinarily
only one value of the relationship between the stimulus values and responses
is presented, namely, the "threshold," defined by some arbitrary level of
performance. It has become more and more clear in recent years that use-
ful information is contained in responses, as long as the observer is able
to perform at a level above that which we might expect on the basis of
chance, whether above or below any arbitrary cutoff. A theoretical model
will be developed in section 4 which describes the results of the previous
section. The results will be related to previous research on temporal
discrimination, and the model will be discussed in relation to other
theoretical approaches.

1.2 Historical Perspective

The study of human discriminative abilities in the time domain is, in
a sense, a poor stepchild of the growth of psychophysical research.
Titchener (1905) characterized the area as a "microcosm, perfect to the
last detail," exemplifying in miniature the course of development in
psychophysics to that time in methodology, concepts, and empirical know-
ledge. Titchener went so far as to suggest to the diligent student that
he spend a separate year in the sole study of experiments in time per-
ception. We could hardly make the same recommendation now, for with a
few notable exceptions the area has been much neglected since the time
Titchener wrote, nearly sixty years ago. Study of temporal discrimina-
tion, and the estimation of time, remains a microcosm, somewhat isolated
from the main stream of empirical research on sensory capacities of men.
Seldom has there been an attempt to integrate what was known about how
people estimate, react to, or judge elapsed time with what was known about
how they react to, estimate, and judge sensory inputs which of necessity are presented in, and are dependent upon, time. Accuracy in psychophysical tasks is necessarily highly dependent on the degree of this ability, and yet it has been only very recently (e.g., Tanner, 1960b) that attempts have been made to account for this as a source of added variance in such studies.

The reasons for this neglect of the area of temporal phenomena do not seem particularly obscure. They can be seen in a scholarly review of the history of the philosophy and psychology of time by Nichols (1891). The views of philosophers from Plato through the British and French empiricists, and the experimental work of the early German psychophysicists were systematically covered. A central problem throughout the development of the subject was the status of the "time sense" as an independent psychic faculty, independent of the content of sensory input. This question does not yet seem to have been resolved, and continues to haunt the researches and theoretical efforts of psychologists.

Reviews of the experimental literature after that of Nichols were presented by Dunlap (1911, 1912, 1914, 1916), Axel (1925), Weber (1933), Gilliland et al. (1946), and most recently by Wallace and Rabin (1960). Chapters on time perception are offered by Titchener (1905), by Boring (1942), and by Woodrow (1951). With all this activity, we still find that there is "...as yet no generally accepted view as to how we perceive or estimate time." (Gilliland et al., 1946), and fourteen years later we find ourselves still on the trail of the "hitherto elusive 'time sense'" (Wallace and Rabin, 1960).

Experimental procedures for the study of time perception have traditionally been limited to four: the methods of estimation, production,
reproduction, and comparison. In the estimation and production procedures the subject is required to link a verbal statement in conventional time units, such as seconds, to a time interval marked off by a sensory input. In the former case he attempts to give a verbal estimate of the duration of a signal, and in the latter he attempts to produce a signal of a stated duration on command from the experimenter. These procedures were used in attempts to find the relation between "experienced time" and "real time" long before S. S. Stevens gave such procedures a degree of respectability in his approach to sensory scaling, using them extensively to measure sensory magnitudes. The other two procedures avoid the pitfalls of verbal report. The method of production requires the subject to duplicate an interval provided him by the experimenter, and the comparison procedure requires the subject to state which of two intervals, both provided by the experimenter, was the longer.

The comparison method was extensively used, but early became tied up with the problem of the "time error," the finding that when two stimuli were presented successively for comparison, the same physical value seemed to be judged differently depending on whether it came first or second in the series. Woodrow (1934) and his student Stott (1935) reported extensive investigations of the time-order effect, the most modern and complete of a long line of investigations. Woodrow's data showed a decreasing time error with continued practice, and Stott showed that the time error was greatest among naive subjects. Stott showed the size of the "indifference interval" (that duration at which order of presentation has no effect on comparative judgment) to be a function of the range and size of the stimuli used in a single experiment. Woodrow ascribed these phenomena to a "drifting" of the first stimulus toward a remote standard during the interval
between stimuli. This value tended to be the mean of all the durations experienced in the experiment by the subject, plus a standard which the subject brought with him to the experimental situation. This later effect, according to Woodrow, became negligible with extended experience (Woodrow and Stott, 1936). This interpretation received support from experiments by Postman and Miller (1945) and by Phillip (1947), which showed considerable effect in the predicted direction due to "anchor" stimuli in the estimation of durations using a five-point scale, and due to the interpolation of various extraneous signals between two durations which were to be compared. A good deal of experimental effort in the study of temporal perception has been devoted to studies of effects on judgment of order, method of presentation, and practice. Early psychophysics, in attempts to measure the sensory capacities of human observers, regarded these effects as annoyances, to be eliminated by careful experimental design. Later workers saw in these phenomena a fertile field of investigation in its own right. With few exceptions, the circle has failed to close in the area of temporal sensitivity, and there are few modern studies devoted primarily to the limits of human temporal judgment.

Although the experiment by Stott (1934) was primarily concerned with the analysis of time errors, enough data were reported to draw some conclusions about the temporal sensitivity of his observers. The observations were made in a group setting, and the data presented were averaged over subjects, a questionable practice in the light of the degree of individual differences found in such experiments (e.g., Nakajima, 1958). The averaged data will be compared with the data obtained from the present experiments in a later section.

An experiment by Henry (1948) was a later-day attempt to check the validity of Weber's law applied to discrimination of duration in auditory
signals. His apparatus presumably afforded greater control of the stimuli than did Stott's in that the signals to the listeners' earphones were electrically switched by means of microswitches activated by rotating cams. Stott's signals were gated by a flag, or shutter, inserted into a tube which carried the signals to the listeners. However, Henry's experimental procedure was probably less reliable than Stott's in that Henry used essentially what has come to be known as the "yes-no" procedure (Blackwell, 1953). A series of signals was presented and the listeners were to state whether the series consisted of alternating durations or of repetitions of the same duration. The dependent variable was the per cent of the time the observer was correct. A complete description with the yes-no procedure requires a breakdown of the data into those correct responses arising from presentation of each possible input sequence (Smith and Wilson, 1953; Tanner and Swets, 1954). Stott used what has come to be known as the two-alternative forced-choice procedure, in which two differing signals are always presented on each trial, in a randomly determined order and the listener is required to identify the order of presentation. The data from Henry's experiment were reported in terms of the Weber ratio, $\Delta T/T$, where $\Delta T$ was the increment necessary to give an average performance of 75 per cent correct responses when added to a "base" duration, $T$. His results are shown in Fig. 1, along with points calculated from Stott's data. The other points shown on Fig. 1 will be discussed below. The results are presented on logarithmic axes, in order to test Henry's assertion that the data follow a modified Weber function, adapted from a proposal by Guilford, namely, $\Delta T/T = KT^{N-1}$, where $N$ is a constant less than unity. If this is in fact the case, the points on Fig. 1 should lie along a straight line with nega-
Fig. 1. Weber ratio for added duration necessary to yield 75% correct judgments, as a function of base duration.

tive slope. It is left to the reader to decide whether or not this is an adequate characterization of these data. In the absence of other compelling alternative hypotheses, it does not seem unreasonable. The discrepancy between the levels of the two sets of data can be ascribed to the differences in experimental method and apparatus.

Some question remains as to whether a duration can be judged independently of the sensory events happening during that duration. On the side of a negative answer to the question, we have the considerable weight of the opinion of William James (1890) and, in more modern times, of Fraisse (1957), the author of a text on the psychology of time written mostly from a phenomenalistic point of view. Time seems to pass faster, after all, when we are occupied, and by the same token temporal intervals would be expected to seem to pass faster if they are filled by continuing stimuli than if they are simply marked off by clicks at their beginnings and ends. This is hardly a rigorous proof, and there seems to be no a priori reason to expect the two situations to be the same. The available experimental data suggest they are different.
Clausen (1950) has compared estimation of filled and unfilled intervals of 5, 10, and 15 seconds. The results showed no differences in the performance of his subjects between the two procedures. In this study Clausen also showed the methods of production and estimation to be less accurate than the reproduction method. Another deduction from the assumption of dependence of temporal judgment on what is happening during the time judged is that accuracy should depend on the intensity of the signals. Henry found no effect of auditory intensity on the accuracy of judgment. Oleron (1952) and Lifshitz (1935), on the other hand, reported studies which showed dependence of time judgment on the intensity of the signal.

The logical question of the independent status of a sense of duration was considered by Boring (1936). In an argument based on the (then very new) approach of operationism he attempted to show that the old philosophical question disappears as soon as the data are considered in their own right. People were able to give introspective reports involving elapsed durations, and experiments showed subjects able to differentiate sensory events on the basis of duration alone. This was sufficient for the scientist, if he was an operationist, for the existence of the data eliminated any problem. It has become clear since 1936 that the answer is not as simple as it once seemed. More is necessary for understanding processes than the raw data either in the form of introspective reports or behavioral data.

The studies of Chistovich (1959) used short auditory clicks to delimit the stimuli. A duration was marked off by a pair of clicks, and then another duration followed, again bounded by clicks. The task of the observers was to state whether the second was equal to the first or differed from it by $\Delta T$. It was not stated explicitly, but we may safely
assume that 50 per cent of the trials actually had the longer duration as the second of the pair. This method again is subject to all the pitfalls of the "yes-no" procedure, and the observers in this experiment were further handicapped by a ten-second wait between presentations of the two durations to be compared. The durations were electronically controlled, and thus probably were the most reliable of any of the studies considered thus far. They would have had to be, to produce stimuli of .0055 sec. and .00635 sec. for comparison (the pair yielded 75 per cent correct responses, according to the report). The data from Chistovich are given along with the data for filled auditory intervals in Fig. 1. For comparison a single point derived from data reported by Grindley (1932) is also shown on the graph. The improvement in performance can most likely be attributed to the fact that Grindley used the Seashore musical abilities test, which gives groups of three clicks which delimit two intervals, one immediately following the other. Thus for these observers there was no wait between the first and the second of the pair of durations to be compared.

Most studies of temporal perception have dealt with the verbal estimation of time intervals. In 1951 two studies departed from tradition and attempted to construct a scale of psychological time from a fractionation procedure. Subjects were given a standard duration by the experimenter and required to produce a duration half as long, by keying an auditory signal. Gregg (1951) used standards from 0.4 to 4.8 seconds and by averaging across subjects obtained a scale of psychological time remarkably linear with elapsed clock time. The scale takes an upward turn toward the longest durations studied, and a calculation based on Stevens' latest (1957) theoretical pronouncement, which predicts a power-function relationship, showed psychological time, t, related to
elapsed physical time, \( T \), by the formula, \( t = T^{1.022} \). Ross and Katchmar (1951) used the same method to obtain a scale for time intervals from 5.36 to 60 seconds. Unfortunately the results do not fit particularly well with an extrapolation of the Gregg data. In this study only three observers were used, and the results from each were considered separately. The three scales were quite different in shape, but the data from each observer suggested that if a power-law function does hold, the exponent is less, not greater, than unity. That the exponent of such a function should be less than unity agrees with results reported recently in a monograph by Frankenhauser (1959), results which were obtained using the more time-honored method of verbal estimation. A problem recognized early which affects the accuracy of such judgments was pointed out by Urban (1907). This is that people tend to use certain numbers when making reports to the exclusion of others, thus causing at least an increased variability, and perhaps some systematic errors in the data.

The criticisms which have been advanced recently regarding the validity of scaling procedures applied to the more usual sensory dimensions apply equally well to time scaling (cf. Garner, 1959).

Some years ago Hirsh (1952) called for a measure of ability to discriminate temporal events analogous to those of visual acuity. He pointed out that lack of such a measure may be in large part the cause of the lack of correspondence found between experimental measures of auditory abilities and the ability to discriminate adequately everyday phenomena. The experiments to be reported in the following pages and the theoretical model which describes the results represent first steps toward such an understanding of these relationships.
2. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

2.1 Apparatus

All the experiments followed the same general procedure and were conducted using the N. P. PSTTAR apparatus at the psychophysical laboratory of the Cooley Electronics Laboratory, The University of Michigan. The general nature of the equipment has been described by Bilger (1959). Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the apparatus.

![Block diagram of experimental apparatus](image)

**Fig. 2.** Block diagram of experimental apparatus.

A modified Hewlett-Packard Model 200AB Oscillator could be connected to one of two gates, which were set to deliver different signal durations. The gates are designed to pass a segment of a sine wave signal which
begins at a positive-going zero-crossing of the waveform and continues for an integral number of cycles. The oscillator output was always set at a fixed voltage, and any desired signal voltage could be obtained by means of the divider network, constructed of high-precision fixed resistors. The gated signal was then mixed with continuous wide-band white noise from a General Radio 1390-A noise generator. The observers' PDR-8 earphones were wired in parallel for monaural presentation.

A Hewlett-Packard Model 521 electronic counter was used to set and to check the oscillator frequency and signal durations, as well as the inter-signal times, discussed below. A Ballentine Model 620 "True RMS" meter was used to set the fixed oscillator voltage and the noise voltage.

2.2 Procedure

The events in each experimental trial were automatically programmed electronically. The sequence is listed below in the order of time of occurrence.

1. Make random selection.
2. Observers' ready light.
3. Observers' signal light flash and presentation of first signal, plus .8 sec. delay.
4. Observers' signal light flash and presentation of second signal, plus .5 sec. delay.
5. Observers' response light.
6. Feedback of correct answer information to observers, and record data.

In interval 1 a radiation-controlled random selector described by Lauder (1959) determined the position of the switch in Fig. 1, and pre-
sented the output of the oscillator to the input of one or the other of
the two gates. During interval 2 a red warning light on a panel in
front of each observer was turned on for about 1/2 second. At the start
of interval 3 a brief (.01 sec.) flash of a white neon light signaled the
onset of a signal, passed by the gate chosen by the random selector. The
end of the fixed third machine interval triggered a delay unit, which was
set so that the time elapsed between the end of the first signal and the
start of the second was exactly .8 seconds. Since the two gates were
set for differing signal durations, the amount of delay was determined
by the random selection. Interval 4, triggered by the end of the delay
time, contained a signal passed through the gate not selected for inter-
val 3. The start of the second signal presentation was marked by a
second flash of the white signal light on the observers' panels. A yellow
light during interval 5 signaled the observers to respond with one of
two push buttons, to signify whether they believed the first or the
second signal interval had contained the longer of the two signals.
During interval 6 the observers were informed by means of a separate pair
of lights as to the correct answer for the pair of signals just presented;
and the responses of each observer, along with the random selections, were
automatically recorded on IBM cards and on counters. During the final
interval the machine was cleared and the cycle begun again. After 100
trial cycles the machine was automatically stopped, the observers were
told their scores, given a brief rest, and another experimental run was
begun. The events of a trial cycle are summarized in Fig. 3. The top
line represents the times of occurrence of the lights and the bottom line
represents the auditory signals. One signal was passed through a gate
set to present a signal of duration T, and the other signal was gated for
duration $T+\Delta T$. The order of presentation was decided by the random selector for each trial, with the long or the short signal equally probable as the first of the pair.

The observers were all students, paid an hourly rate. They worked two hours per day, five days a week, for the duration of an academic semester or summer session. A bonus of 0.1 cent was paid for each correct answer, with the same amount subtracted for each incorrect answer.

The experiments attempted to measure ability to differentiate signal durations and each part of the procedure was designed to obtain consistent maximal performance from the observers. The two-alternative forced-choice procedure with equal likelihood of occurrence, the bonus system with equal payoff for correct answers in either of the two intervals, and the instructions given to the observers, all were designed with this in mind. On the first day of experimentation the writer spent a half-hour session with the observers outlining the general nature of the problem, the specific nature of the experimental situation, and the bonus system. It was not unusual for the observers to earn more than sixty cents in the two-hour session in bonus, in addition to their regular hourly rate.
Before any of the data reported below were collected the observers had at least two weeks' practice and their performance had reached a stable level. Before each new experiment was begun, at least a day was spent familiarizing the observers with the new task. In addition, before each experimental run a series of trials was presented with the masking noise turned off, in order to make sure the observers were aware of the nature of the particular signals being used on that run.

The procedure of each experiment was roughly the same. Each value of the independent variable was presented for two or three experimental runs in succession. Then a new value was selected and run, until all had been presented. The order of selection was random. This procedure was repeated until roughly 1000 observations had been obtained for each value, with a new random order used for each repetition.

2.3 Independent Variables

The effects on discrimination of the three variables: "base" duration, $T$; difference duration, $\Delta T$; and signal voltage, $V_s$, were considered separately in the experiments. In general while the effects of one variable were estimated the others were held fixed at arbitrary constant values. Throughout all the experiments the background noise was held constant at a wide-band reading of .01 v rms to the observers' earphones. This is proportional to a noise power density of $3.6 \times 10^{-7}$ watts per cycle per second. The data to be reported are from different sets of observers run at different times, and each group was run under different sets of experimental variables. The results are presented in terms of the detectability measure $d'$ and, in order to make it easier to follow the presentation, an introduction to the concepts underlying this measure will be presented.
2.4 The Dependent Variable, $d'$

In recent years evidence has accumulated in support of the usefulness of a decision-theoretical model as an interpretive tool for psychophysical data (Creelman, 1960a; Tanner, Birdsall, and Clarke, 1960; Swets, Tanner, And Birdsall, 1960). This approach views the observer as, in essence, a taster of statistical hypotheses. Consider an experimental situation where one of two events can given rise to a sensory input. It can be shown that a single-dimensional number can represent a basis for decision as to which of the two events actually occurred. This number, in the mathematical theory, is likelihood ratio; the ratio of the conditional probabilities that the input signal arose from one or the other of the possible events. A rigorous development of these assertions is presented elegantly by Peterson, Birdsall, and Fox (1954), and discussion of the application to human performance can be found in a chapter by Licklider (1958) and in references cited there. Figure 4 represents the situation, where the occurrence of either event A or event B gives rise

![Probability-density distributions for an input measure X, conditional on whether event A or B led to the observation.](image)
to some value on a decision axis, which must be at least monotonic with likelihood ratio. The conditional probability that the presentation of A or B will lead to a given value on the decision axis is represented by the two probability-density distributions. There is, of course, no a priori necessity to assume a particular shape for these distributions, but evidence from human visual discrimination, auditory detection, and recognition of speech signals suggests that the distributions may be assumed to be normal. If the decision axis is carefully specified, the alternatives A and B may be any two signals selected in such a way that some equivocality exists on the basis of the observed input as to which alternative actually gave rise to it. Thus Fig. 4 is, in barest outline form, a general theory of human perceptual discrimination. Any particular application requires that the relevant decision axis be specified and that the shape of the distributions be worked out. However, if the general theory is correct, then any set of discrimination data may be referred back to such a set of hypothetical distributions without the necessity of complete a priori specification of the nature of the underlying decision processes. The measure of performance necessary for such a referral is an estimate of the separation between the two hypothetical distributions. This estimate is the measure $d'$. The detectability measure can then be used in two ways, both as a way to evaluate performance in any detection or recognition situation and as a framework on which to build theories specifying the processes underlying discrimination. A theory of this type will be developed in a later section; for now we will simply describe the procedure used to go from the obtained experimental data to a value of $d'$. 
The calculation of a value of $d'$ depends on the way in which the data were collected, i.e., on the psychophysical method employed. The two-alternative temporal forced-choice procedure was used throughout the present experiments, and only this procedure will be discussed here. The data were tabulated separately for each experimental condition and for each of the two presentation intervals. The number of correct responses when the longer signal was actually presented in the first interval, and the number of correct responses when the longer signal was actually presented in the second interval were used to obtain estimates of the probability of being correct. These probabilities were then used to enter a table of the normal probability integral. The distance in units of standard deviation from the mean of the distribution necessary to yield the obtained probability was read directly from the table. The procedure is familiar to psychologists as that used with the ordinary t-test. The two deviation values, one representing each presentation interval, were added to give the reported value of $d'$. If the two obtained per cent correct scores, corresponding to the two temporal intervals, were equal, $d'$ as defined here would be related to per cent correct as shown in Fig. 5. This may be viewed as an operational definition of the dependent variable.

In order to remain consistent with the previously published study by Tanner (1956), the abscissa of Fig. 5 is labeled $d'_{1,2}$. The present case is identical with Tanner's case of recognizing one of two orthogonal signals. Here the signals were orthogonal in time; it is assumed that the occurrence of one input signal has negligible influence on the observation of another signal presented .8 sec. after it. The results of recent experiments by Creelman and Tanner (1960), by Tanner (1959), and by Bilger (1960), all lead to the conclusion that this is a reasonable assumption.
Fig. 5. Per cent correct as a function of $d'_{1,2}$.

These studies showed an effect which might be attributed to nonindependence of the two observation intervals, but such an effect was negligible with delays longer than about a half second.

Figure 4 represents the assumed statistical nature of the underlying problem facing the human observer in a psychophysical experiment. When the two-alternative forced-choice procedure is used, each trial results in the presentation of two values on the decision-axis, $X$, one drawn from the distribution associated with alternative A, and the other drawn from the distribution associated with alternative B. Under these conditions the observer should respond with the judgment that the input leading to the larger obtained value of $X$ arose from the occurrence of alternative B. He will be correct to the extent that drawings from the distribution under hypothesis B actually do lead to values of $X$ larger than those from hypothesis A. This is equivalent to an obtained difference between the
two observations greater than zero. Figure 6 represents the probability of differences of various sizes arising from subtraction of values drawn from the two distributions in Fig. 4. As indicated, the mean of the difference distribution will be the difference between the means, and the variance of the difference distribution will be the sum of the variances of the two parent distributions. This way of looking at the situation is handy when there is reason to suspect that the two underlying distributions are of unequal variance. It will be used in the presentation of the theory for this reason. The obtained \( d'_{1,2} \) will be \( \sqrt{2} \) times the ratio of the mean to the variance of the distribution of Fig. 6.

![Probability-density distribution](image)

**Fig. 6.** Probability-density distribution of the difference between values drawn from two overlapping distributions.
When the distributions underlying the detection situation are not of equal variance, the present approach is an alternative to one proposed by Clarke, Birdsaull, and Tanner (1959) for the analysis of data collected by the "yes-no" procedure. If the two procedures were used on the same set of conditions, the prediction is that $d'_{\text{1,2}}$ will be larger than $\sqrt{d'_e}$ by a factor of $\sqrt{2}$. This conclusion is supported by data reported by Swets (1959).

The procedure used to estimate $d'$ in these experiments allows, since the responses to each of the time intervals are analyzed separately, for the possibility of a degree of response bias, or "time error," on the part of the observers. To the degree that such bias is present, calculations which involve an average over the two intervals to obtain an estimated probability of correct responses underestimate the size of the actual $d'$. As will be shown, there is some evidence for the existence of such biases under some of the conditions of the present study.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Experiment 1: Effects of Signal Voltage

As was mentioned above, all the experiments were conducted in a continuous background of white masking noise. The problem facing the observers might be characterized as a signal detection task, where the signal to be detected was comprised of the energy present during the interval $\Delta T$. The studies reported in this section compare the performance of observers on a duration discrimination task with performance on an amplitude discrimination task. If qualitative differences are found between the two sets of data, a model for duration discrimination different from that used heretofore in explaining human performance in signal detection tasks will have to be sought.

3.1.1. Effect of signal voltage on duration discrimination. In this experiment, values of $T$ and of $\Delta T$ were fixed at .1 sec. and .03 sec., respectively. The signals to be discriminated were thus .10 and .13 sec. in duration. Both signals were presented at the same voltage, mixed with the continuous background noise. Signal voltage values were chosen to cover a wide range of detectability so that a psychophysical function could be obtained. The results are shown in Fig. 7 for three observers. In this figure the obtained $d'_{1,2}$ is plotted as a function of signal voltage on logarithmic axes. On the basis of these data we may say that detection of a duration difference can be expected to increase with signal voltage only at low signal-to-noise ratios, with the dependence becoming negligible as the signals are made "loud and clear" above the noise. The lines fitted to the data are derived from theoretical predictions, described in section 4.2.
Fig. 7. Duration discrimination as a function of signal voltage.

3.1.2. Effect of signal voltage and base voltage on amplitude discrimination. This experiment is one of the two to be reported in which a procedure was used which deviated from that outlined in the section 2.2. The two-alternative forced-choice procedure was retained, and two signals, both of .1 sec. duration, were presented in the noise background. One of the two was of a fixed voltage, and the other was the fixed base voltage plus an increment. Two levels of base voltage were used, one a relatively low .003 v, and the other the relatively high, .042 v. Increments of .002, .004, and .006 volt were used. The results are shown in Fig. 8. In these graphs, detectability is plotted as a function of signal voltage, again on logarithmic axes. The parameter on the curves is the level of the base voltage to which the increments were added. The line marked ideal refers to detection by an ideal receiver, where performance should equal $\sqrt{2E/N_0}$, where E is the energy of the increment signal. The straight lines are a best fit by eye to the data. A recent study by Frank R. Clarke (1960) has considered in some detail
Fig. 8. Amplitude discrimination as a function of voltage increment. Signal voltage is the parameter.
the effects of base voltage and size of increment on the detectability of sine-wave signals. The main purpose of the present data is for comparison to those for duration discrimination, presented above. Amplitude discrimination with a large base varies as if the observers were able to use a process much like that of the ideal detector, with some attenuation, or added noise; while detection of an increment added to a small base is lower for lower-level increments, but increases much more rapidly with increases in amplitude. Such an increase with larger increments has been recently characterized by Tanner (1960b) as due to increased information available to the observer when the signal level is large relative to the noise level. This interpretation is suggested by a recent mathematical development by Birdsall (1960).

The shape of the function in the duration discrimination experiment suggested that the same sort of analysis, in terms of statistical uncertainty, might fruitfully be applied. The lines fitted to the data of the duration discrimination task were computed according to this assumption, by the use of a model which views duration discrimination as a primary process, complicated by lack of complete specification of some of the factors necessary for this discrimination when the signal is masked by noise.

In summary, detection of duration differences seems to be dependent on the amplitude of the signal, but not in the same way as detection of an amplitude increment. As signal voltage is increased, a level of maximal performance is approached in the duration discrimination task. There is no evidence, in the present data or in other data, of such an asymptote for performance in amplitude discrimination. Rather, a line of increasing performance with a constant efficiency is approached.
3.2 Experiment 2: Duration Discrimination as a Function of Base Time

In this section and the ones following the results reported are from a different group of observers. For this experiment a signal voltage of .084 v was used which, on the basis of the above data, can be expected to be well in the range where performance is not influenced by voltage. The effect of uncertainty of the sort discussed above can be assumed to be negligible. The duration of the increment $\Delta T$ was constant throughout the experiment at .01 sec. Five durations of $T$, ranging from .02 sec. to .32 sec., were used in an experimental design like that described for experiment 1. The results for four observers are presented in Fig. 9, where detectability of the duration increment is plotted as a function of base time $T$. Again, these are presented on logarithmic axes and the lines fitted to the data are derived from the model to be presented later. Detection falls off as the base time is increased. A straight line fit to the data would show this decrease to be not so great as $1/T$, and somewhat faster than $1/T^{1/2}$. That is, the slope of these lines lies somewhere between -1 and -$1/2$ on the log-log axes. The former is the prediction which could be made for the data from a simplified version of Weber's Law, which assumes that detection would vary inversely with $T$.

3.3 Experiment 3: Duration Discrimination as a Function of Size of Increment

In this experiment $T$ was held fixed at .16 sec., and $\Delta T$ was varied. Two signal voltage values were used, .042 v and .012 v, and the experiment was repeated at each voltage. The results are presented in Fig. 10 in which $\log d'_{1,2}$ is plotted as a function of $\log \Delta T$. The voltage at which the signals were presented is the parameter. Only three data points were
Fig. 9. Duration discrimination as a function of base duration.

obtained for the high-voltage condition, and five points were obtained for the low voltage condition. Again, about 1000 observations were collected to define each point. The lines fitted to the data, derived from the theoretical model, can be seen for all intents and purposes, to show detection to be a linear function of the size of the increment duration. Although signal voltage tends to depress performance, the shape of the two curves is the same, and there is no interaction between the effects of increment duration and signal voltage.
Fig. 10. Duration discrimination as a function of increment duration. Signal voltage is the parameter.
3.4 Experiment 4: Duration Discrimination as a Function of Base Time and Signal Voltage

In a fourth experiment the effect of base time on detection was measured in a situation much like that of experiment 2. In this case \( \Delta T \) was .04 sec., and the experiment was repeated at two values of signal voltage, .042 v and .012 v, the same as were used in experiment 3. The results are shown in Fig. 11, where detectability is plotted as a function of \( T \) on log axes, and signal voltage is the parameter. The lines fitted to these data are predicted from the model on the basis of con-

Fig. 11. Duration discrimination as a function of base duration. Signal voltage is the parameter.
stants estimated from the results of the previous two experiments. There seems to be some systematic deviation from the predicted performance, especially in the case of the lower-voltage signals. The data from Observer D for the higher voltage were collected after he had had insufficient practice. He began observing only a few days before this experiment was begun, while the other three observers had been working at this sort of task for over two weeks. The point on the graph marked with a star represents data collected in a later experiment where the same signal values were used. It is probable that the lower performance shown by observer D represents a lack of familiarity with the experimental situation. This is also shown by the excessive number of trials on which he did not respond. In general, performance of observers is remarkably constant over time. Comparisons of data taken at different times during the course of the semester showed no large deviations, except for this one instance.

In this experiment, as opposed to the previous one, there does seem to be interaction between signal voltage and the base duration in their effects on discrimination. Not only does an increase in the voltage of the signals raise the curve of detection as a function of \( T \), but it also seems to make it steeper; or more likely, a decrease in the signal voltage makes the curve less steep.

These same functions were obtained for the observers of experiment 1, with \( \Delta T \) of .03 sec. With these observers, values of \( T \) of .8 sec. were run, considerably longer than the longest \( T \) in the above data. The results are shown in Fig. 12. In general, the form of the data is much the same as that for the other observers, with the interaction of \( T \) and signal voltage apparent.
Fig. 12. Duration discrimination as a function of base duration. Data from observers of Experiment 1.
3.5 Experiment 5: Duration Discrimination with $\Delta T/T$ Constant and Difference Energy Constant

In this experiment, both $T$ and $\Delta T$ were varied together so that the ratio of the two was constant at $1/8$. (When $\Delta T$ was .01 sec., $T$ was .08 sec., etc.) At the same time, the energy in the increment $\Delta T$ was held constant, so that the product $V_S^2 \times \Delta T$ was constant. Thus when $\Delta T$ was doubled, $V_S$ was decreased by a factor of $\sqrt{2}$. In this experiment, at least 600 observations were collected at each point. Figure 13 shows the results. Log $d'$ is plotted as a function of $T$ on the ordinate. In addition, below each value of $T$ is shown the value of $\Delta T$, and below this, the two values of signal voltage used. The two sets of signal voltages led to two different values of constant difference energy, and these two values are the parameters on the graphs, defining two sets of points. We would expect, on the basis of the data reported above, that $d'$ would increase roughly as a function of $\Delta T$, but decrease somewhat as $T^{1/2}$, yielding an overall prediction for these data of increasing performance with a slope of $+1/2$ on a log-log plot. On the other hand, the signal voltage was decreased from left to right, as $\Delta T$ was increased, and this would be expected to have an increasing detrimental effect on performance, These notions are given precise formulation in the theoretical discussion, but for now it is sufficient to note that the overall effect of these influences might be roughly a straight line, i.e., constant detectability for all the experimental conditions. The exact predictions on the basis of the parameters estimated for these observers from previous experiments are a pair of shallow curves, concave downward, as shown on the plots. Probably due to the smaller number of observations collected for this experiment, the data show somewhat more variability than those previously
Fig. 13. Duration detection as a joint function of three variables.
presented. However, the trend of the data is clear and follows in the predicted direction. Thus, in a sense, Weber's law has been found to hold approximately for duration discrimination, but only in the case of some very special experimental circumstances.

3.6 Experiment 6: An Experimental Check on Procedure

The critical reader, in considering the procedure used in the experiments, probably will have noticed an unavoidable flaw in the design. There was, at least potentially available, visual information as to the correct response on an experimental trial, which might have been utilized regardless of the auditory signals presented. For reasons having to do with the author's theoretical approach to the empirical problem, two factors were necessary in the presentation of the stimuli. One was that there be a flash of light marking the start of each auditory signal, and the other was that there be a fixed amount of time between the end of the first signal presented in a trial and the beginning of the second signal. If these two restrictions are met, then there must be a difference between the times of occurrence of two light flashes, depending on whether the longer or the shorter of the two signals was chosen by the random selector to be presented in the first interval. In the experiments the observers might have been reacting to an absolute judgment as to whether the time between the two flashes of the signal-marking lights was .8 sec. or .8 + ΔT sec. in length. The only data presented thus far which could negate such an interpretation were those which showed duration discrimination to be a function of the signal voltage level.

In order to test whether visual cues were in fact being utilized in the present experiments, a bit of deception was practiced on the observers, the only break of faith with them in the course of all the experi-
mentation. This was done during the final few days before the end of the observers' employment, so that danger of contamination of data collected after this experiment would be avoided. In fact none seemed to suspect that anything untoward was being done. The observers were those of experiment 1.1.

The procedure was fairly simple: on selected trials, randomly chosen, the oscillator was disconnected from the adder, so no signal was present in the continuous noise, while the trial cycle proceeded as usual. The only information present for the observers to use if they were to perform at better than chance level was the time between the flashes of the signal lights. When the signals were presented, T was .16 sec. and \( \Delta T \) was also .16 sec., one of the longest values used in any of the experiments. A signal voltage of .004 v was used, one which was almost completely masked by the noise. When this procedure was used, on half the trials, randomly chosen, no signal was presented, and on half the trials two signals were presented in the usual fashion. Since scores under these conditions were very close to 50% or chance level, runs during which this procedure was used were interspersed with runs in which signals of .006 v and .004 v were presented on every trial. A voltage of .004 was sufficient to do better than chance in the experimental conditions, but they apparently could not be sure that the signal was not present when in fact it had been turned off. They assumed on the runs when the signal was intermittently turned off, that an even lower signal level was in fact being presented on all the trials. In Table I the results for four observers are presented. Only 400 observations defined each obtained d' under the no signal condition. The standard deviation figure presented in the table is the theore-
TABLE I
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Obs. 1</th>
<th>Obs. 2</th>
<th>Obs. 3</th>
<th>Obs. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal Voltage</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Per Cent Correct</td>
<td>66.91</td>
<td>57.99</td>
<td>57.66</td>
<td>71.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Observations</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Standard Deviation</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The binomial variation around an obtained proportion, and not that actually computed from the data, which is somewhat larger. Only observer 1 shows what might be a significant deviation from 50% correct on trials in which no signal was presented. All except observer 4 showed substantial performance when the signal voltage was always .004, and an improvement when the signal voltage was .006.

There is some evidence that one observer may have extracted information from the signal lights in making his decisions, at least when AT was
relatively large. In any case the help that the lights gave was negli-
gible, and can be discounted for much smaller values of $\Delta T$. Note that
the question the present experiment asked was not "can observers make
absolute judgments of empty intervals bounded by flashes of light;" but
rather, "did they tend to do so in the experimental conditions as they
were run, when as far as they knew the only available cues were auditory."
The author is fairly certain, on the basis of his own observation in the
experimental situation, as well as the available literature on perception
of empty intervals, that, given practice in making such discriminations
and instructions as to what were the relevant cues, the observers' perfor-
mance would have been considerably higher. The primary point is that,
with perhaps one exception, the observers did not score above chance with
no signal present.
4. A THEORY OF TIME DISCRIMINATION

4.1 Derivation

The measure d' was given an operational definition in a prior section in order that the data could be presented against a meaningful background. It remains to develop a model from which the d' measure may be derived and to fit the model to the data. In the present section the derivation will be presented, and in a following section the method of fitting the data will be described. A final section will contain a brief discussion of some of the implications of the model, in relation to presently available theories and to related research.

It was pointed out in section 2.4 that an observer in a psychophysical experiment can be viewed as a tester of statistical hypotheses, and that Fig. 4 represented an outline of a theory of discrimination. The present task is to fill in the outline for the case of duration discrimination. This will involve specification of the abscissa of Fig. 4, and of the nature of the conditional probability distributions. Without such specifications the model is equivalent to one proposed many years ago by Thurstone (1927). The view of the human observer as rationally testing statistical hypotheses, operating on distributions with precisely specified mathematical properties, characterizes the theory of signal detectability, within the framework of which the present model was derived (cf. Tanner, 1960a, for a general discussion of these points).

The theory pictures human observers as using a separate and independent mechanism to measure short durations. It will be assumed that this mechanism functions by counting during the duration to be judged. It will be sufficient for the present analysis to view the source of pulses for
the counter to be a large number of independent elements whose time of firing is randomly distributed. The performance of such a mechanism in a two-alternative duration discrimination task will be derived first, and then two restrictions on the performance of human observers in an actual experiment will be discussed.

The decision axis with which the model will deal has as units the number of pulses which the counting mechanism receives. How many such pulses will arrive at the counter during a duration T? The answer comes from the nature of the assumed source. A large number of elements, each with a fixed probability of firing at any given moment, will produce a total number of pulses over a given time interval whose statistical properties are fairly well understood (cf. Feller, 1957, p. 146 ff.). The probability of n counts occurring in an interval T can be written, \( P(n) = \frac{(\lambda T)^n}{n!} e^{-\lambda T} \). The constant \( \lambda \) is a physical parameter reflecting the probability that a given element in the pulse source will be active at a particular time. This is the Poisson distribution, which is closely approximated by the normal distribution when the quantity \( \lambda T \) is large. The mean number of counts produced will be \( \lambda T \), and the variance in the number of counts will also equal \( \lambda T \). In the present experiments two durations were presented, T and T+\( \Delta T \). When the duration T is presented the number of counts will be distributed as the left-hand distribution of Fig. 14, and when the longer duration is presented the number of counts will be distributed as the right-hand distribution. The means and standard deviations of the distributions are shown on the figure. Note that the size of the standard deviation depends on the mean of the distribution. The longer the time, the greater the variability in the measure of that
time. In the two-alternative forced-choice experiment, according to this model, the two intervals will produce two numbers of counts, one drawn from each of the distributions of Fig. 14.

In order to receive the best possible score in this situation, the decision rule the observer should follow is to indicate the interval which produced the largest number as having contained the longer signal. This will yield the correct answer as long as the drawing from the distribution associated with the presentation of T+ΔT is larger than the drawing from the distribution associated with T, or when the difference is greater than zero. The probability-density distribution for differences between two such drawings is represented in Fig. 15. Our measure d\textquotedbl{'} \textsubscript{1,2} is a constant $\sqrt{2}$ times the distance from zero to the mean of this difference distribution, divided by the standard deviation:
Fig. 15. Probability-density distribution for differences in the number of counts from the distributions of Fig. 14.

\[ d'_{1,2} = \sqrt{2\lambda} \frac{\Delta T}{\sqrt{2T + \Delta T}} \]  

(1)

Under the counting model this is the basic formula for the detectability of a difference in duration. For performance to meet this expectation, however, the observer would have to have precise information as to the starting and ending times of the signal. He would also need perfect memory for the number of counts produced by the first signal until it could be compared with the number produced by the second of the pair. It is reasonable to expect neither of these requirements to be perfectly met by human observers.

That memory over the inter-signal interval is not perfect in human observers was shown by Creelman and Tanner (1960) for the case of frequency discrimination and by Tanner (1959) and Bilger (1960) for the case of amplitude discrimination. Bilger varied both the time between presen-
tations and their duration and found that both factors tended to decrease performance. He found that efficiency [proportional to $(d')^2$] varied inversely as $[1 + K(T + \tau)]$, where $T$ was the duration of the signals, $\tau$ was the inter-signal interval, and $K$ was a constant characterizing the individual observers. In the present experiments the time between the two stimulus presentations was constant, but the duration of the stimulus was a variable. Longer base times would be expected to cause a decrease in performance, and to be consistent with the prior findings the basic duration detection formula was modified to yield, when squared to eliminate radicals,

$$(d')^2 = \frac{1}{1 + KT} \frac{\lambda T^2}{2T + \Delta T},$$

where $K$ is again a constant characteristic of the individual observer.

The duration counting mechanism must start precisely when the relevant signal begins, and stop precisely at its end. To the extent that the signals which mark the beginning and the end of the time intervals are masked by a background noise, or are otherwise ambiguous, the observer will be uncertain as to when these occur. This will lead to a larger variance in the number of counts during an observation. This added variance, $\sigma_v^2$, should be expected to be an inverse function of the signal power, or signal-to-noise ratio. The nature of this relation will be considered in the discussion under section 4.2. The final expression is then,

$$(d')^2 = \frac{1}{1 + KT} \frac{\lambda T^2}{2T + \Delta T + \sigma_v^2}.$$  

The constants $\lambda$ and $K$ reflect the rate of firing of the pulse source and the ability to hold in mind the number associated with one signal while
listening for another. These were fitted for individual observers and the nature of the variance due to signal level was ascertained.

4.2 Empirical Fit to the Data

The data from experiment 1 were fitted by a two-step process. First an asymptote for obtained performance was estimated. For two of the three observers this was not difficult, for they were clearly near it at the largest voltage levels. It was assumed that at the asymptote the variance due to starting-time and duration uncertainty was reduced to zero. Then the data were used to compute values of $\sigma_v^2$ necessary to yield the obtained performance at each signal-voltage used. These values were plotted on logarithmic axes, and found to be fitted very well with a straight line. The relationship was fitted by the equation $\sigma_v^2 = A v_s^{b}$, with $b$ somewhat larger than two and varying among observers. The constant $A$, of course, will depend in any situation on the noise level used in the experiment, as well as the individual observer. The curves drawn to the data in Fig. 7 were derived from the straight line relating $\sigma_v^2$ to signal voltage. The interpretation of the effect of lowered signal power, as causing an increase in the variability of a measure of the duration of auditory signals, is supported by this analysis.

Experiments 2, 3, and 4 were a related set performed on the same observers. In experiment 2 the voltage was large enough to assume that the starting-time and duration of the signals were precisely marked. The variance term was thus assumed negligible, and values of $K$ and $\lambda$ were chosen for each observer to fit the obtained data. In general there was little difficulty in obtaining sets of constants which gave very close fits.
The next experiment used two lower values of signal voltage and allowed an estimate of the added variance due to starting-time and duration uncertainty for each voltage value. The lines shown on Fig. 10 are best fits by eye with the restriction that the slope of the function be nearly unity, as predicted by the theoretical equation.

The estimated values of $\sigma_v^2$, together with the estimated constants, were carried over to experiment 4 and used to generate the predicted functions shown in Fig. 11. The two signal voltage levels were retained and a range of values of $T$ was explored with a constant $\Delta T$, different from than used in experiment 2. The data from two of the observers show a suggestion that performance with low voltage signals falls off faster as $T$ is increased than predicted from the mathematical model, and this may be the case. For the present it was decided to retain the present model as a good approximation to the form of the data rather than attempt to complicate it further. In general the fit of the predicted function is close to the form of the obtained data, and the model is given support from them.

Figure 12 represents a similar set of data from the observers of experiment 1. Here the constants were estimated from the data themselves with the restriction that they be consistent with the earlier findings, in particular that the asymptote of Fig. 7 and the obtained values for $\sigma_v^2$ be the same. With the exception of Observer 3, who shows the strongest tendency toward a steeper slope than any of the other observers when the signal voltage is low, the agreement is again good. It would seem that for some observers at least a modification of the theory will be needed, but the present data were insufficient to indicate the nature of the
necessary modification.

Table II lists the constants used to fit the data for Figs. 11 and 12. Note that the number \( \lambda \) is sufficiently large to support the normal approximation assumption used to find \( d' \) from per cent correct and, with the exception of Observer 3 again, the number \( K \) is relatively small.

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observer</th>
<th>( \lambda )</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>( \sigma_{034}^2 )</th>
<th>( \sigma_{01}^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( 3.85 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( 5.1 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( 1.40 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observer</th>
<th>( \lambda )</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>( \sigma_{042}^2 )</th>
<th>( \sigma_{012}^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>( 1.13 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>( 1.105 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>( .49 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>( .65 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>12.35</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The procedure used to predict the results of experiment 5 was not as precise as those above, in that it involved a considerable extrapolation. The constants in Table II were used, the two values of \( \sigma^2 \) were plotted on log paper, and a straight line was drawn through them of approximately the right slope on the basis of the data from the other observers. From this line values of \( \sigma^2 \) were read off and used to compute predicted performance at the various voltage levels. Although not enough data could be obtained to define the curves precisely, they do show fair
agreement with the model. A further reason for the variability probably is that in this experiment, where everything was varied at once, the observers did not really have sufficient opportunity to "tune in" and become accustomed to the particular set of experimental conditions in the course of the ten or twenty practice trials given after each change of conditions.

Whatever the inaccuracies involved in the prediction scheme utilized for this experiment and the variability in the data, two points can be made. Over a fairly wide range of conditions the model predicts the form and level of the obtained performance on the duration discrimination task. It is clear in the data of each observer, however, that when $\Delta T$ is made as short as 5 milliseconds the model no longer seems applicable. In every case performance was far below the prediction from the model. The upper limit on the range over which the model applied could not be tested, for the equipment used could only reliably produce signals of durations up to the longest used in this experiment, slightly more than two seconds.

Although the constants fitted to the data from each observer were arrived at by a process of trial and error, and the criterion for goodness of fit to the data was informal, it has been demonstrated that the model proposed for the discrimination of duration has considerable predictive ability in moving from one set of conditions to another.

4.3 Discussion

A perceptual theory of the type advanced above must satisfy a number of criteria beyond simply being an adequate fit to the data. The kinds of mechanisms implied by the mathematical statement must be reasonable; suggestive of possible physiological processes. The model must be not inconsistent with data from related areas of experimentation and it must have a
foundation in available mathematical techniques.

The model suggests possible neurological processes which could yield the data of these experiments. It does not specify a unique process; a number of possibilities suggest themselves. The "counting mechanism," a simple accumulator, could store neural pulses in reverberatory circuits or, for that matter, store an electrical charge due to a chemical process. The random nature of the source seems feasible in consideration of either chemical or neural processes. It should be pointed out that the mathematical model, although perhaps suggestive of possible mechanisms, makes no commitment to a particular physical model, or for that matter to the existence of a physical entity such as a "counter."

It is difficult to test the model proposed here against alternative formulations, for none could be found in the literature which were precisely enough specified to make comparison possible.

The model does take a stand on the old question of whether the perception of time is an independent process or conditional upon the nature of the sensory input marking the judged time. Fraisse (1957), to take an instance of a modern writer of the opposing camp, states that the experience of an elapsed duration is critically dependent upon the sensory input during it. If this were the case, we might well expect the loudness level of auditory signals to begin to have a determining influence at just those levels where this and other studies show the disappearance of any effect of signal level.

A model proposed by Stroud (1954) is not inconsistent with the data presented or with the mathematical formulation of the counting mechanism model. Stroud proposed that subjective time is quantized and that events happening within any one unit interval of time cannot be differentiated
by the human observer. His article brings a great deal of evidence to bear on this hypothesis, but no experimental evidence from the perception of durations per se is cited. The mathematical statements of the two models can be made equivalent if: 1) the length of the "psychological moment" is made very short, in the order of micro-seconds -- much shorter than proposed by Stroud; or 2) successive "moments" are perceptually independent, i.e., the decision during one moment as to the status of the input signal has no effect on the decision with regard to the next "moment."

In the former case the practical distinction between the two approaches disappears and the latter case leads to the use of binomial statistics, which lead to generalizations much like those from the Poisson statistics of the present model.

The data reported by Stott (1934) were converted to d' values from the obtained per cent correct scores, and are plotted in Figs. 16 and 17. In Fig. 16 best-fit lines of slope 1 were fitted to the data for each T used. The points of Fig. 17 represent the intersection of each of these lines with the ΔT of .04 sec. For comparison, the data from experiment 5 are also given, averaged across observers. Except for the considerable difference in level of performance, the general form of the curves seems in agreement. Stott used unpracticed observers and, as mentioned earlier, probably did not have as precise control of his auditory signals as present methods afford. These two factors account for the discrepancy between the data.

The theory has had nothing to say about the classical area of investigation in this field, time errors. It predicts an increased variance in judgment with elapsed time, which is an entirely different matter. The
Fig. 16. $d'_{1,2}$ as a function of $\Delta T$. Data recalculated from Stott.

direction of the "drift" with time is not predicted, and in fact should be random. Nothing is said about systematic "fading" or "enhancement" of an image over time. In fact there were in the data some indications of preference on the part of individual observers to respond with one interval or the other under some conditions. This was evidenced by a significantly larger per cent correct score in one interval of the two-alternative situation. However, in agreement with Stott and with Wood- row, no systematic effect could be found which was consistent from experiment to experiment for any observer. In an experimental situation where knowledge of results is given after each trial, and the observers are instructed to be right rather than to "report their experience," there
Fig. 17. $d'_{1,2}$ as a function of $T$, read from Fig. 16. Comparison with average data from Experiment 5.

is no reason to expect such effects. The evidence for response bias tended to occur when the discrimination task was a difficult one, whether the difficulty was due to low signal voltage, long $T$, or short $\Delta T$.

Although the data are insufficient to test it, one speculation as to the cause of "time error" data can be made. This is that the observer enters the situation with some sort of response bias, which is more likely to influence his responses when the discrimination is difficult and the sensory information scanty than when the discrimination is not so difficult and the sensory input has a greater probability of determining the responses of itself, overriding any possible extraneous determiners.
Readers almost certainly will differ in the degree of a priori reasonableness they will attach to the hypothetical mechanisms underlying the proposed model. It seems fairly clear that no sort of constantly running "internal clock" will account for the data. The model does not insist that the constant \( \lambda \) retain the same value under all circumstances. Studies of Hoagland (1933) and Hirsh, Bilger, and Deatherage (1956) both showed that external factors, in one case body temperature and in the other case extraneous stimulation, can affect what we refer to as the level of activation of the pulse source. In the terminology of Hirsh, et al., time seems to "run faster" when, for instance, light signals are presented under conditions of fairly loud auditory noise, than under conditions of quiet. These data suggest that \( \lambda \) reflects some generalized level of activation, and the duration counter, if it exists anywhere in the nervous system, can receive counting pulses from many different sources.

Mention should be made here of possible implications of these results for psychophysical theory. A signal-detection task requires that the observer know exactly when the signal is to begin and when it will end and that he consider the auditory input only during that time. Relatively weak signals masked by noise do not carry this information by themselves, and for this we envision a turn-about for the counting mechanism, controlling the input rather than reacting to it. The most recent of the studies on the "time-intensity trade" concept, done by Green, Birdsall, and Tanner (1957), showed a drop in detection for long signals. Keeping energy constant required a decrease in signal power, and thus, perhaps, a greater reliance on the internal clocking mechanism to specify the relevant observation time. Unfortunately, greater time also means,
according to the model, greater variance in the specification of duration and thus a lowered detection rate. When an amplitude-discrimination experiment was run on the Green, Birdsall, and Tanner paradigm, the characteristic decrease in detection at long durations was not observed (Creelman, 1960b). Presumably in this case the auditory signals were sufficiently detectable to mark the observation interval quite precisely, eliminating the need to rely on the internal timing mechanism. These are the sorts of interpretations of psychophysical data suggested by the counting-mechanism model.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A model has been proposed to account for the way in which human observers discriminate durations of signals. Although the data were all taken using auditory signals and "filled intervals," the model is not restricted with regard to sensory modality, or the way of delimiting the durations compared. Duration discrimination was found to be dependent on the detectability of the signals, and this was taken to be the result of uncertainty as to the starting-time and duration of the relevant signals when signal level was lowered. The effect of signal level on duration discrimination became negligible as soon as the signals were made highly detectable.

The "counting model" uses some simplifying assumptions in order to arrive at a rigorous mathematical formulation which will predict precisely the level of performance for any set of experimental variables. In point of fact, the main finding of the study is not contained in the absolute level of performance, but in the form the data take when the relevant variables are manipulated. The performance level is dependent to a large extent on the individual observers, the equipment, and the experimental procedure. This was shown in the comparison of the present data with those of Stott.

The search for the "lower limits" of discrimination has often proven to be disappointing. On the other hand, much recent research has proven the reasonableness of a search for the factors which influence human performance in specified experimental settings. This is a less ambitious goal, perhaps, but has the advantage of yielding experimental questions
which can be rigorously tested, with prediction between related experiments possible. The present experiments were conducted within this framework.

In summary, a set of experiments was conducted in which base time, increment time, and signal level were the independent variables. A two-alternative forced-choice procedure was used throughout, and the results were interpreted within a framework which views discrimination as a statistical decision-making process. The model developed within this framework required the estimation of two constants for each observer, and with these constants accurate prediction could be made over quite a wide range of experimental conditions.
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